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What we study

From properties of specific materials to the question, 
what laws of nature in principle allow for

Big goals:
- new platforms for electronics (spintronics, valleytronics) 
- ingredients and working principles for (topological) 

quantum computer

Analyze electronic structure of materials, searching for  
exotic quantum states of matter
- superconductivity 
- topological states: universal, protected properties 
- fractionalization: quantum particles beyond Bosons or 

Fermions (anyons)



How we study

Analytical calculations 
e.g., quantum field theory

Large-scale numerical calculations 
(exact diagonalization of Hamiltonians), 
e.g., to get ground states of interacting 
electron or spin systems

Computer-aided calculations 
(Mathematica, Matlab, …), 
e.g., solving effective models, band 
structures 



Possible projects (1/3)

Calculate the spin structure factor 
and entanglement spectrum of 
Haah’s code.

Haah’s code is a 3D spin model 
that can encode many topological 
qbits. It has a not yet understood 
form of topological order. 



Possible projects (2/3)

Calculate topological step-edge 
states on the surface of a topological  
crystalline insulator

find suitable tight-binging model

calculate topological (Wilson 
loop) invariants

FIG. 2. Electronic properties of Pb
0.67

Sn
0.33

Se terraces and step edges probed by STS.

(a) Topographic STM image of a cleaved crystal exhibiting two extended step edges (scan param-

eters: U = �75mV; I = yy pA). The line section (bottom panel) measured along the grey line

shows that their heights correspond to a single- (right) and a double-atomic step (left), respec-

tively. (b) The simultaneously measured dI/dU map (top) and the line section (bottom) reveal an

enhanced conductance at the position of the single-atomic step edge. (c) Local tunneling spectra

measured with the STM tip positioned at the locations indicated in (b). While spectra measured

on atomically flat terraces ( 1�, 3�, and 5�) and at even step edges ( 2�) display the typical V-shape

with a minimum at the the Dirac energy (E
D

= �75meV) which is surrounded by two maxima

indicating van Hove singularities (L� = �110meV and L

+ = �30meV) expected for TCIs, the

spectrum measured at the position of the odd step ( 4�) exhibits a strong peak at the Dirac energy.
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Possible projects (3/3)

Machine learning versus 
renormalization group

Goal: Use neural network to 
perform renormalization-group 
type calculations

Study classical Ising model as 
test case to understand how 
network works 


